Dear ladies and gentlemen!
Thank you for your decision to support anniversary information
security conference UISGCON15. During its history the
conference grew out of the format of meetings of several dozens
of information security professionals to the largest thematic
conference in Ukraine. Since 2011 UISGCON is conducted by
NGO 'Ukrainian information security group'.
This year's UISGCON15 will be held on December 06, 2019 in
the President Hotel (12 Hospitalna st, Kyiv).
Why UISGCON?
UISGCON is a platform for sharing knowledge and experience,
as well as for attracting new enthusiasts, disseminate cyber hygiene practices and inform the public about the
most pressing issues in the field of information and cyber security. UISGCON is the birthplace of the infosec
community and place for its meetings in a wide format.
UISGCON aims to combine information security with business and public policy, practice and training. The
principle of the conference remains the same - the absense of product advertising in participant reports,
because we strive for universal approaches to solving of information security problems. At the same time,
businesses are provided with the best opportunities - from placement of stands and information materials to
open communication with potential customers, employees and contractors.
UISGCON audience
We are honored to welcome specialists of different levels and areas at the conference. The audience of
UISGCON consists of cybersecurity specialists and their highly qualified chiefs, business owners,
government officials, teachers and students. This is where the professionals who want to protect their
business and information meet specialists who can offer solutions to these problems. UISGCON is visited by
300-400 professionals annually who seek communication with like-minded people, gaining new knowledge
and help with their issues. In addition to representatives of the Ukrainian business and the cybersecurity
community our speakers and visitors include guests from Turkey, Poland, Taiwan, the US, the Netherlands
and other countries.
Terms and Conditions
UISGCON is an open conference that has its own rules and code of conduct for all participants, visitors and
organizers. The highest quality of the content for our visitors is guaranteed by the program committee.
Organizers also guarantee a constructive, inclusive and enjoyable atmosphere for all UISGCON participants.
The UISGCON Code of Conduct is available on the website 15.uisgcon.org.
Thank you and look forward to seeing you at UISGCON15!
Contacts
Coordinator: Victor Zhora
Email: biz@uisgcon.org, victor.zhora@gmail.com, phone: +380504428030

Sponsorship packages
You can view the sponsorship package table below. We have developed different levels of sponsorship and
the benefits that are best suited for organization of any size and form.
PLATINUM
PARTNER

GOLD
PARTNER

SILVER
PARTNER

PARTNER

INFO
PARTNER

Publication

Website
Social networks
Brandwall
Banner

Website
Social networks
Brandwall
Banner

Website
Social networks
Brandwall
Banner

Website
Social networks
Brandwall

Website
Social networks
Brandwall

Company logo

Presentation
Badge
Tickets

Presentation
Badge
Tickets

Presentation
Badge

Banners

Registration
Main hall
Hall

Main hall
Hall

Main hall

Vendor area

2

1

1

1

Advertisement materials

+

+

+

+

Additional materials on
reception area

+

+

Tickets

10

7

5

3

1

Cost(EUR)

3 000 і більше

2 000

1 500

1 000

0 - 500*

* The decision on the status of information partner is made by the organizing committee

